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ABSTRACT

Appealing to phonetic similarity has traditionally been
discouraged in linguistics, partly because it has been an ill-
defined and subjective concept. But much research nowadays
requires measures of similarity between words, from practical
work in speech technology, information retrieval, and com-
mercial branding to theoretical studies involving language
comparison and history. Phonetic comparison algorithms are
crucial to this work, enabling computer implementation as
well as reliability and significance testing. But phonetic
similarity is not a unitary concept. Various types of measures
are discussed, with emphasis on those most appropriate for
current and future work in historical linguistics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Phonetic comparison algorithms are precisely defined methods for
quantifying the similarity between speech forms — segments,
words, or even entire languages — on the basis of their sounds.
People outside the field of linguistics express polite amazement
when told that linguistics offers no standard way to define how
similar two words are. There are good reasons for this deficit:
mostly, linguistics lacks such a measurement for want of caring.
Mainstream linguistics has always embraced mathematics that are

1This review conflates phonetic and phonemic comparison in that most of the
methodologies surveyed treat phonemes as idealized phonetic segments between
which some phonetic or featural distance is to be computed. Regrettably I must leave
unmentioned a large literature that compares phonemes or entire phonological
systems on other bases (e.g. Altmann & Lehfeldt 1980).
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categorical rather than continuous (Joos 1950). In phonology, a
segment either meets the condition for a rule or constraint, or it
does not. In historical linguistics, recurrence of sound corres-
pondences is much more important for establishing cognacy than is
degree of phonetic similarity.

This emphasis on categories over quantities is certainly justified.
A sound that meets two thirds of the conditions for a sound change
does not undergo two thirds of a change. Synchronically, language
competence is basically categorical. Humans find it easy to make
binary judgements about linguistic entities, but are typically
inconsistent in making more quantificational judgements (Zobel
& Dart 1996) or even relative rankings (‘‘Is [d cg] more like [d cn]
or like [l cg]?’’) when grammaticality or communicative content
is not at stake. Because so much about linguistic competence is
clearly categorical, and because people’s quantificational judge-
ments about similarity are so variable, it should come as no surprise
that formal linguistics offers no precise rules for measuring
similarity.

But similarity was never completely banished from linguistics.
When the idea of phonemes was popular, it was always held that
allophones must have some similarity to each other, lest we have to
say that pairs like [h] and [¢] are allophones in complementary
distribution. Similarly, sound change was generally considered to be
gradual (e.g. Paul 1880), which can only mean that the output is
similar to the input. Perhaps most importantly, it has always been
noted that sound change and phonological constraints often
operate not on a single specific segment but on a set of similar
segments, such as all voiceless stops. Even if similarity does not
apply to language competence, it may be very useful for under-
standing perturbations in performance, and therefore linguistic
change and its outcomes.

Indeed it turns out that there are many questions for which
people have required some sort of standard for measuring the
similarity or difference between words. Here is a very incomplete list
for which space is lacking for all but the most rudimentary
references. I start with some applications that may seem remote
from theoretical and historical linguistics but which contain ideas
that may be applicable more broadly.
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2. APPLICATIONS

Speech applications in effect measure the phonetic distance between
a given utterance and reference words. Such measures are used to
identify spoken words, to assess second language proficiency
(Bernstein, Barbier, Rosenfeld & De Jong 2004), to diagnose
articulatory problems (Connolly 1997), to quantify children’s
acquisition of pronunciation (Somers 1999), to identify languages
(Muthusamy & Spitz 1997), and to verify the identity of a speaker
(Furui 1997). Speech technology may seem a world apart from
linguistics proper, but many linguists have experimented with using
acoustic measurements as a more faithful and direct representation
of speech.

In commercial branding, developers of trademarks seek to avoid
creating names that sound confusingly similar to any of the
thousands of other trademarks. In areas such as pharmaceuticals,
phonetic similarity can even have serious health effects (Kondrak &
Dorr 2004; Lambert, Chang & Lin 2001). Auditory distinctiveness
is also paramount in developing oral security and encryption keys
(Juola 1996).

One approach to spelling correction is to determine what
sequence of sounds a given spelling could represent then return
the set of real words that are phonetically closest to that sequence
(Toutanova & Moore 2002). Analogous techniques can be used in
cross-language information retrieval (Fujii & Ishikawa 2004).
People who enter the term collocation into a search engine could
retrieve Japanese papers that contain the phonetically similar
loanword korokeisyon.

In computational linguistics, the automatic alignment of multi-
lingual text can be the first step toward such goals as machine
translation and the production of bilingual lexicons (Hiemstra
1998). Words that are especially similar to each other can be used as
islands of certainty in the automatic alignment process (Kondrak,
Marcu & Knight 2003).

There are also several applications in the field of historical
linguistics. Kondrak (2002) developed techniques for identifying
likely cognates through phonetic similarity. It is natural to object
that there are cases where cognates are not similar to each other and
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cases where similar words are not cognate. But like many new
computational techniques, the task is conceived as probabilistic:
one looks for answers that are correct within a specific confidence
interval. Such fuzziness is often more honest than proclaiming
complete certainty and may be less damaging to the discipline than
demurring from posing questions that cannot be answered with
certainty (Embleton 2000). In any event, if one has to find possible
cognates in the absence of semantic glosses, matching words by
phonetic similarity may be the only reasonable first step (Melamed
1999).

A further use of phonetic similarity measures is to align segments
that correspond to each other in two variants of the same word.
Somers (1998) aligned young children’s speech productions with the
presumed target; for example, if a child says /fi/ for/hri/,/ f/ would
be aligned with intended /h/, /i/ with /i/, and /r/ would be unaligned.
Oakes (2000) automatically aligned cognate pairs by phonetic
similarity and considered segment pairs that aligned more than
once to be recurrent correspondences.

Some lines of research use phonetic similarity to prove that
languages are historically connected. Much research along these
lines has been roundly criticized (e.g. Matisoff 1990), but arguably
the main problem has been the lack of statistical controls, including
a precisely defined phonetic comparison algorithm (Kessler &
Lehtonen, in press). Oswalt (1970) was apparently the first to
introduce well defined phonetic similarity metrics, although the
statistical test to utilize them was not perfected until later (Baxter &
Manaster Ramer 2000).

In other research, the immediate goal in comparing languages is
to draw a map of the linguistic landscape for a continuum of
languages or dialects. Such maps may enable one to draw
implications about past and present social connections between
regions. Understanding the objective relations between dialects also
lets one test hypotheses about the cultural construction of perceived
relations between speech varieties or the relation of objective
differences to interintelligibility. Dialectometry arose out of such a
desire to quantify the relations between dialects (Séguy 1971), but
the bulk of interest was initially in lexical variation. Phonetic
comparisons were typically restricted to a few specific phonemes
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that had previously attracted attention (e.g. Babitch & Lebrun
1989). Kessler (1995) introduced the idea of quantifying the
phonetic distance between pairs of words. His intention was to
express, to the intent possible with one crude number, dialect
differences resulting not only from sound change but also from
lexical replacement. Juola (1998) went one step further by
comparing languages based on whole texts. He used traditional
orthography, but his technique could easily be adapted to phonetic
transcriptions.

Lastly, some work has used phonetic comparison to determine
the time of separation of languages or their subgrouping
(cladistics). The general approach is contentious, in part because
of its association with impressionistic methodologies such as
multilateral comparison, but the situation is improved when a
precise algorithm for phonetic comparison is used. Grimes (Grimes
& Agard 1959; Grimes 1964) did so in determining how far sounds
have changed in cognate words in Romance. Heggarty (2000)
aggregated such measurements over 40 cognates to compute
similarity for all pairwise combinations of several Romance,
Germanic, and Slavic languages. The expected groupings emerged,
with only French proving a bit recalcitrant. But Heggarty also
showed that the Romance languages vary widely in their similarity
to their parent Latin. He concluded that there is such great
variation in rate of phonetic change that similarity-based (phenetic)
language groupings should be used to infer cladistics only with
proper appreciation of the very large confidence intervals involved.

3. TECHNIQUES

As the diversity of the above list of applications suggests, phonetic
distance can mean quite a few different things: Difference between
acoustic properties of the speech stream; difference between
articulatory gestures; perceptual distance between isolated sounds;
judged distance between sounds in communicative context; or
historical distance between sounds, in time or in number of events.
Choosing which type to use in a particular study is not always
straightforward, nor is the choice often explicitly justified. Arti-
culatory gestures seem to be used especially often because historical
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distances are unavailable, or because they are easier to obtain or
seem more objective than human judgements.

Most techniques for measuring phonetic distance take the
distance between phonological segments as point of departure.
The simplest of these approaches is to recognize two distances: one
for identical sounds (typically 0) and another for nonidentical
sounds (1). Such a simple, binary, technique often performs
surprisingly well in assessments. Kessler (1995) found that his
dialectometrical analyses based on binary measures were more
congruent with traditional isoglosses than analyses using more
complicated measures. Heeringa (2004) found that binary distances
resulted in dialect difference measurements that were the most
congruent with the judgements of native speakers of those dialects.
Perhaps the embarrassingly simple binary methods worked well
because the applications were fundamentally binary. It is obviously
the case that isoglosses are binary. As for Heeringa’s human
judgements, they were multivalued, but human judgements may be
most definite when dissimilarity passes a functional or sociolin-
guistic threshold, resulting in confusions between words or in
dialectal shibboleths. If an application models inherently binary
processes such as those that may be involved in certain types of
human perceptions, utterly basic binary techniques may actually be
appropriate.

Binary comparison tends to hide the fact that somebody has to
decide what variations between phone segments are to be ignored
when deciding whether two sounds are instances of one idealized
phone type. This task can be quite vexing cross-linguistically, when
one cannot resort to principles of phonemic theory such as
complementary distribution within the vocabulary of a single
language. A more generalized and sophisticated approach is to
explicitly divide the phonetic inventory into equivalence classes.
Dolgopolsky (1986) defined 10 sets of consonants, such that
consonants were deemed more likely to change into consonants
within their own group than into consonants in another group. For
example, one group consisted of labial obstruents, another of
nonsibilant coronal obstruents. Effectively, a pair of sounds gets
difference score 0 if both are in the same group and score 1 if they
are not. Oswalt (1970, 1991) used even more complicated definitions
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of binary equivalence classes, one of which states that consonants
are in the same equivalence group if they have the same point of
articulation and agree in voicing, stoppage, and nasality, or two out
of the three. The metric is still binary, but the lines are drawn at a
different place.

Perhaps the most common way to measure phonetic similarity
is to compute over feature bundles. Grimes & Agard (1959;
Grimes 1964) compared the linguistic difference between Romance
languages by looking at sound correspondence sets, one set for
each sound change. Each phonetic segment was represented as a
set of six multivalued articulatory features following Pike (1943).
Each of the features took numeric values, whose rank but not
magnitude followed a natural order. For example, the point of
articulation feature had seven possible values: 1 for bilabial, 2 for
labiodental, up to 7 for glottal. The distance between two sounds
on any feature was the magnitude of the difference between those
numeric codes, and the distance between two sounds as a whole
was the sum of those differences. The measurement was based on
the idea that sound change is incremental, so that if, say, a change
from a velar like /k/ (6) to a palatal like /c/ (5) is one unit of
change, a change from /k/ to bilabial /p/ (1) represents six times as
much change.

The phonetic distance metric used by Grimes & Agard (1959) was
not much different in spirit from distance metrics used up to the
present day. But they all differ somewhat in detail, and the
differences can substantially affect the outcome of a study.

Feature sets have been based on many different systems. The
most interesting contrast is between those using perceptual features
and those using articulatory features. The few direct comparisons
that have been made give the nod to the latter, although the
question is far from settled. Somers (1998) compared two types of
feature systems discussed by Connolly (1997), to see which would
better align children’s imperfect speech productions with the
presumed target. Somers gave no numbers, but there is no reason
to doubt his conclusion that the articulatory approach gave more
intuitively correct alignments than a simple acoustic approach.
Heeringa (2004) found a similar result even with a task that was
clearly perceptual, the judging of dialect differences.
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The feature values used are typically either binary or multiple-
valued. The binary approach has the advantage of congruence with
theoretical linguistics, which emphasizes categorical distinctions.
The multivalued approach agrees more with the continuous
mathematics used in phonetics and maps more naturally to the
concept of distance. Kondrak (2002), for example, used a system
based on Ladefoged (1995), where a feature called Place can take on
11 values ranging from bilabial (1.0) to glottal (0.1), and all values
in between roughly reflect actual distances in the mouth. In one of
the few published comparisons of a binary feature system (Hop-
penbrouwers & Hoppenbrouwers 2001) with a multivalued system
(one based on Almeida & Braun 1986), the former correlated with
perceptions of dialect differences better than did the latter
(Heeringa 2004). But the Almeida & Braun scheme, like that of
Grimes & Agard (1959), assigned feature values on an ordinal
rather than a continuous scale. It isn’t a very promising starting
point for an algorithm for computing distances if one cannot
subtract two values for a given feature and obtain a meaningful
distance measure.

Comparing the distance between two segments across multiple
features is even harder, in that standard phonological theory offers
no guidance how to do so. A popular approach is the Manhattan
distance: compute the distance between the segments based on one
feature at a time then add up those distances across all the features.
Grimes & Agard (1959) justified such an approach by appealing to
Austin’s conjecture (1957) that sounds change in place or in
manner, but not in both directions simultaneously; therefore if
segments differ in both of those two features, it must be the result of
two independent, therefore additive, events. Other summarizing
functions have been tried, including the Euclidean distance, where
one squares the differences between the feature values before
summing them, then takes the square root of that grand sum.
Heeringa (2004) found this to be slightly more effective than the
Manhattan distance. If this result holds, it suggests that, at least in
the domain of dialectometry, Austin’s conjecture is not completely
applicable to all features.

Occasionally researchers weight the different features to reflect
their differential saliency. Such an approach is implicit in the
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scheme of Juola (1996), who represented sound segments as a vector
of bits and computed the distance between two segments by
counting the number of bits that differed between them. Crucially,
he assigned, for example, more bits to the representation of voicing,
which he considered to be highly salient, than to features like
nasality, which he considered less salient. Kondrak (2002) made the
weightings more explicit and flexible, by expressing them as
coefficients that could be easily changed to any numeric value. He
was able to exploit this flexibility by adjusting the coefficients until
he got optimal performance on aligning cognate words.

Though this use of weightings is advantageous, it still leaves us
with a linear, additive model of feature effects, where it is assumed
that the contribution of each feature is independent of the
contribution of any other feature. But it may be that place of
articulation, for example, will be very salient for English obstruents,
but not so much for nasals. Not much attention has been paid to
this issue as a mathematical problem, but some researchers have
tried approaches that address this interaction indirectly. One
approach that has a certain elegance is to reduce the problem by
ignoring most features. Covington (1997) had reasonably good
success aligning cognates by considering little more than whether
the segments were consonantal or syllabic; interactions between his
small set of features were handled by spelling out the distance to be
ascribed to each possible combination of feature values. Kessler &
Lehtonen (in press), in computing the probability that languages
are related, ignored all but the place of articulation. This was done
because place is the most durable feature over time, but a welcome
side effect was that all distances between phonological segments
could be expressed simply as the distance between their places of
articulation. A more sophisticated approach, by Oakes (2000),
considered whether substituting one segment for the other con-
stituted a well known type of sound change; such pairs (e.g. /f/:/h/,
lenition) were assigned a distance of 1 from each other, while
other nonmatching segments (e.g. /s/:/k/) were given a distance of 2.
It is disappointing that the algorithm performed fairly poorly,
especially on language pairs that are rather remotely related
(Kondrak 2002). A factor contributing to its relatively poor
performance — besides the fact that its competitors had been
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tuned for performance on the evaluation suite — is that all sound
changes were given the same score regardless of their likelihood.

Another solution to the problem of interaction between features
is not to use features at all. Heeringa (2004) reported that in his
perceptual task, measuring the difference between spectograms of
reference sound segments worked about a percentage point better
than feature-based comparison. Another approach that has rarely if
ever been used in serious applications is to gather individual
measurements for each pair of segments in a way relevant to the
task. For example, if the application or theory being tested is
essentially perceptual in nature, one could get people to judge the
similarity or difference between each pair of sounds. No matter how
elegant and convenient mathematical approximations may be, it is
always wise to base the distance metrics on as much empirical data
as possible. It may be tedious to collect hundreds or thousands of
judgements, but often the results are reusable, and a good start has
been made toward collecting and sharing such data (e.g. Miller &
Nicely 1955; Singh & Woods 1971; Singh, Woods & Becker 1972).

In some applications, it is desirable to let a single segment stand
in for the entire word. When investigating whether languages are
historically connected, the main approach has always been to
compare just the first segment, or perhaps the first consonant, of the
words in question (e.g. Oswalt 1998), because in almost all cases,
the rest of the word will be less probative and only dilute the
evidence. But in many other applications, the whole point is to
compare entire words. When creating brand names, one must
ensure that the name as a whole does not sound too much like the
name of a competing product (Lambert, Chang & Lin 2001;
Kondrak & Dorr 2004); when measuring the differences between
languages or dialects, one might want to include as much
information as possible in one measure (Kessler 1995). A favoured
method for comparing whole words is to compute the Levenshtein,
or string-edit, distance between the two words (Levenshtein 1966).
This measure involves the optimal alignment of words. Costs are
assigned to each of the individual segments that don’t match up;
they are called deletions or insertions. Costs are also assigned to
pairs that do match up; these are called substitutions. There may be
many, perhaps thousands, of possible alignments; the Levenshtein
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distance is the sum of the insertion, deletion, and substitution costs
of the alignment that gives the lowest sum. Dynamic programming
algorithms exist that are much faster than exhaustively looking at
every possible alignment, so the Levenshtein distance can be
efficiently computed for even quite long words (Kruskal 1999).

The basic version of the Levenshtein measure is binary: it assigns
uniform costs (1) for all insertions and deletions and for all
substitutions that do not involve a pair of identical segments;
matches of identical segments always have a cost of 0. More
commonly, people prefer to assign different costs to different
insertions, deletions, and substitutions. These may reflect the
acoustic salience of a certain type of sound or the phonetic distance
between two sounds involved in a substitution, or perhaps, as in
Oakes (2000), an estimate of the likelihood that some sound change
would result in the substitution, insertion, or deletion in question.
Variants of the Levenshtein measure have been developed to handle
special cases useful in linguistics. Kondrak (2002), for example,
favoured local alignment when matching cognates; this is a variant
that can ignore material at the beginning and end of words and so is
useful in situations where words may share the same root but have
additional morphemes that differ. There are versions that can
handle many-to-one alignments (e.g. breaking and fusion, also
discussed by Kondrak) and transposition (metathesis). However,
one major shortcoming that is rarely discussed is that the phonetic
environment of the sounds in question cannot be taken into
account, while still making use of the efficient dynamic program-
ming algorithm. Oakes showed that processes like assimilation can
sometimes be modelled by treating e.g. /n/ fi /m/ before /p/ as if it
were the simple replacement /np/ fi /mp/, but it is easy to see how
this sort of solution could become unwieldy if not unworkable. In
cases of long distance assimilations, for example, such as where the
first vowel of the word affects the backness of all other vowels in the
word, one would need a separate replacement rule for virtually
every possible word, which amounts to having no phonetic
comparison algorithm at all. Currently, the predominant solution
to this problem is to ignore context entirely. Another solution is not
to rely on dynamic programming. Covington (1997) used exhaust-
ive search in his cognate alignment program, which was perhaps
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unnecessarily inefficient for his purposes, but such an approach
would allow environment to be taken into account. While speed is
very important in some applications, such as real-time speech
recognition, historical linguists may well have the patience to wait a
few minutes for solutions more sensitive to the requirements of their
domain.

The last logical step after comparing a pair of words for phonetic
similarity is to aggregate the measures over a set of words. The
choice of techniques depends heavily on the goal of the research. In
proving historical relatedness between languages, the best approach
is to sum the distance metrics across all word pairs, then scramble
the words many times to see how often randomly paired words
would have such a low phonetic distance between them (Kessler &
Lehtonen, in press). In dialectometry, on the other hand, one
normally is concerned with averaging the distance between all
words for each pair of dialects. Often visualization techniques are
used to help one perceive interesting patterns in the dialectological
landscape. Heeringa (2004), for example, used cluster analysis and
multidimensional scaling (Kruskal & Wish 1978) to analyze the
relationships between the Dutch dialects and portray them on
beautiful colour maps. Such summarization techniques are not
specific to phonetic distance measures and so will not be discussed
here. Many good ideas for portraying the relations between many
different language forms can be found in general works such as
those of Séguy (1973) and Goebl (1984), even though they were
primarily interested in lexical relationships rather than phonologi-
cal ones.

4. PROSPECTS

It would be premature to call phonetic comparison a mature
discipline, but at least it is fast becoming a discipline. More and
more commonly, papers now provide some sort of quantitative
assessment of their results, and in some subfields informal test
suites are emerging, such as the set of cognate alignments
developed by Covington (1997). Comparative assessment is also
increasingly common (e.g. Kondrak 2002; Zobel & Dart 1996),
due in part to the fact that many tools have been implemented as
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computer programs and are being freely shared among the
research community. Often it is even more useful to systematically
vary techniques one at a time within one’s own system and
compare their efficacy. Hopefully, assessments will become more
common and will be accompanied in future by significance tests,
so that readers know whether increases in magnitude are actually
greater than what is to be expected given random variation within
the data set.

Closely related to assessment is the issue of parameter setting and
training. In historical applications, most models emerge full grown
from their creators’ heads. However, researchers are increasingly
willing to derive such numbers from empirical evidence, as did
Vieregge, Rietveld & Jansen (1984). A next step may involve
training: automatically tuning the parameters so that the system
performs optimally, perhaps using such techniques as genetic
programming (Banzhaf, Nordin, Keller & Francone 1998). The
main challenge is creating a training suite big and varied enough to
ensure that it is representative, lest the parameter settings
inadvertently get tailored to idiosyncratic properties of the training
suite.

Another trend to watch is the adaptation of algorithms used in
other fields. String and sequence comparison algorithms are a
favourite topic in informatics, computer science, and speech
technology (Cole et al. 1997; Jurafsky & Martin 2000; Sankoff &
Kruskal 1999). In biology as well, many of the issues involved in
molecular sequencing, such as comparing DNA strands (Gusfield
1997), are much the same as in comparing words. It appears likely
that the next great advance in phonetic string comparison will be
inspired at least in part by advances in other fields, as linguists
gain interest in these methodologies and as biologists and others
seek to apply their methodological techniques to linguistic
problems. An interesting array of techniques have seen some
sporadic use — e.g. cross entropy by Juola (1998), n-grams by
Zobel and Dart (1996) — but if fields such as speech recognition
are any guide, finite state automata such as hidden Markov
models may see increased application to historical linguistics
(Mackay & Kondrak 2004). Whether they will supersede such
techniques as Levenshtein distance is not a foregone conclusion,
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however. Some of their greatest advantages, such as their speed
and the ease with which they can be trained by processing huge
data sets of examples, may not impress historical linguists, for
whom speed may not be of the essence and huge data sets are not
forthcoming.

A final advance to look forward to is a closer matching of the
computational algorithm of phonetic comparison to the linguistic
process it is meant to be modelling. Beginning with Grimes &
Agard (1959), readers have been asked to accept, with little or no
justification, that a particular phonetic measurement is a reliable
index of historical distance. But if we wish to draw conclusions
about the history underlying a state of affairs, we need to model
as closely as possible the relevant historical events. Heggarty
(2000) effectively counted a sound change that affects ten words
ten times as heavily as one that affects one word, which is entirely
reasonable for phenetic analysis, but we would not want to
conclude there are ten times as many independent historical
events. Further, phonetic distance may not be the best way to
measure individual innovations. Apocope — the loss of all
features in one or more segments — is dramatic phonetically,
but that does not make it more of an historical event than, say, a
voicing that changes just one feature.

Thus there are reasons to doubt that phonetic comparison as
currently conceived is a very convincing basis for drawing strong
conclusions about the cladistics of a language family. And I have
not even mentioned the very real problem of parallel innovation: a
sound change that has a high likelihood of occurring is weak
evidence for subgrouping and should be discounted in any
quantificational model of linguistic divergence. Phonetic tech-
niques for measuring historical distance may well evolve in the
direction of probabilistic finite state automata (see Raman,
Newman & Patrick 1997 for an application to Chinese) or similar
chaining models that take sound change events as their units of
interest. Granted, computing the requisite probabilities may
require more historical data than are currently available. But
some progress may be made through coordinated collection of
databases of diachronic information, and beyond that, one can
always hope for a fortunate surprise.
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